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Libertyville, IL based Simply Charmed has managed to build a very strong presence on Etsy, an
online store that supplies a variety of different handmade, vintage, and customizable gifts. Simply
Charmed specializes in producing unique, beautiful and high quality items that have a variety of
practical uses, and their products have been found to be exactly what Etsy users are looking for. With
February 14th quickly approaching, many people are looking for gifts to give their loved ones to
celebrate Valentine’s Day. As such, Simply Charmed’s Etsy line-up has proven to be quite popular
among those searching for gifts for similar occasions.
One of the most popular items from Simply Charmed is their magnetic wine charms. The charms
come in a wide variety of unique designs, from simple colored crystals to holiday themed designs for
any holiday imaginable throughout the year. They have a variety of uses, as glass decorations as well
as acting as a way to tell different people’s glasses apart. The wine charms make a great gift for
Valentine’s Day, with their delicate, beautiful designs being a perfect means to express affection.
“Magnetic wine charms, wine glass markers, or cocktail identifiers, whatever the name, are a fun new
entertaining concept for people that are done with those charms that dangle and clink around the
stems of glasses,” says Simply Charmed. “They are for people that like to provide a certain wow
factor when entertaining, or for those that seek out fun new gifts for friends or hostesses. They work
on stemless wine glasses and add a touch of elegance. Although our wine charms appear to stick to
the glass, they are really sticking through the glass. One rare-earth magnet is adhered to the charm,
another resides inside the glass, holding the charm securely in place. They will not come off until you
take them off.” To learn how to use magnetic wine charms, one can watch an informative video on the
subject on the company’s YouTube channel.
Some of the other products available from Simply Charmed include more wine related items such as
wine gift bags, wine stoppers and more. They also produce coffee and tea products, like their coffee
pour overs. Simply Charmed makes it a point to ensure that every product is delivered in a timely
fashion and in good condition. An Etsy reviewer took note of this in their 5-Star review, stating, “I
bought these as a gift, and my friend thought they were adorable! The shipping was fast, and the
charms were packaged securely. Very good purchase.”
Simply Charmed takes pride in ensuring 100% customer satisfaction every time. Their success can
be seen in the many positive reviews they receive on a daily basis. “Love these adorable magnet
wine tags,” says another 5-Star review on Etsy. “The seller was so kind to notify me they would not be
delivered in time for Christmas. That was not a problem because I ordered them late and didn’t need
them for Christmas. I wanted to give them as a hostess gift for a party I was attending after
Christmas. In spite of my telling the seller that was ok, she still sent them priority mail so they arrived
quickly! I’m so happy I bought several of these. They are darling and I will give them as hostess gifts!
Thank you!” Learn more here: Simply Charmed Magnetic Wine Charms.

Yet another highly positive review says, “I bought these charms as a gift, and I couldn’t be happier
with this purchase. These wine charms are so cute! Great quality product. The magnets are super
strong, and the charms do not feel or look cheap. So elegant! This shop and seller are 5 Stars. My
purchase was shipped right away, and I received my order in the mail within just a few days of
purchasing. Highly recommend this shop and this product. Going to buy some more for myself!”
Further inquiries may be directed to Megan Buller of Simply Charmed. Anyone looking for a great gift
to give a loved one on Valentine’s Day may find what they are looking for on Etsy, especially if their
search leads them to some of Simply Charmed’s products. Visit Etsy at the following link: Shop
Valentines Gifts on Etsy.
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